COMMENTARY

Appropriateness: A Key to Enabling the Use of
Genomics in Clinical Practice?
President Obama’s Precision Medicine Initiative is poised to
generate genome sequence data from 1 million Americans.1
However, such data are not yet routinely used in clinical
care. It is time to formulate strategies for clinical decision
making and policy around genomic information. We argue
that appropriateness can help bridge the evidence gaps that
have opened between patients’ genomes and their healthcare. The research methodology of appropriateness has been
helpful for other emerging technologies, such as percutaneous coronary interventions,2 and can guide clinical decision making as new evidence accumulates.

WHETHER TO TEST
There are still relatively few situations in which genetic or
genomic testing is performed clinically. Many proposed
applications—such as genome sequencing for childhood
developmental delay or population BRCA screening for
breast cancer risk—remain controversial because of their
uncertain balance of risks and beneﬁts. A key concept in
genetic or genomic testing is clinical utility, but this has
come to mean different things to different stakeholders. In
one common model, clinical utility refers to the evidence
that a test or intervention improves net clinical outcomes,
generally deﬁned as beneﬁts weighed against harms.3 In this
model, clinical utility also includes actionability—evidence
that providers would change clinical management on the
basis of test results. Health insurers weigh clinical utility
heavily in their coverage decisions about molecular testing,
such as genome sequencing,4,5 but many proposed applications of new genetic and genomic tests currently lack
evidence that they improve patient outcomes. Clinical utility
has thus come to mean reimbursability to clinicians and
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patients who are frustrated that the value they place on
genomic information, including molecular diagnoses, may
not align with payers’ concept of clinical utility. In response,
the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics
recently expanded its deﬁnition of the clinical utility of
genetic and genomic testing to encompass clinical utility for
individual patients, families, and society.6 This redeﬁnition
reﬂects the value clinicians and patients place on testing,
even when doing so may not change a patient’s treatment or
outcomes, if it helps to end a diagnostic odyssey, facilitate
family planning, augment scientiﬁc knowledge, or achieve
other beneﬁts poorly captured by a stricter deﬁnition of
clinical utility.

AFTER THE TEST
The clinical utility of genome sequencing is further
complicated by the incidental detection of variants that have
uncertain clinical signiﬁcance. Sequencing can identify genetic variants that are associated with dozens of well studied
conditions and are generally recognized as clinically
meaningful.7 However, analogous to advanced imaging,
sequencing also uncovers thousands of other genetic variants, the majority of which have not been speciﬁcally
studied and for which an evidence base may not exist. As
individuals receive genomic results through clinical care or
participation in research such as the Precision Medicine
Initiative, clinicians will increasingly ﬁnd themselves managing patients’ genomic results without guidelines for how
to do so. The potential risks of introducing this uncertain
information to the clinical setting include a costly cascade of
follow-up medical interventions, which may themselves
cause patient harm. Although these risks remain largely
theoretical, absent large follow-up studies of sequenced individuals, they might eliminate the clinical utility of
sequencing by outweighing any potential health beneﬁts.

REFRAMING CLINICAL UTILITY
Appropriateness may help mediate the disagreements about
the clinical utility of genome sequencing and the management of uncertain results. This concept describes clinical
management for which “the expected health beneﬁt exceeds
the expected negative consequences by a sufﬁciently wide
margin that the procedure is worth doing, exclusive of
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cost.”8 Appropriateness brings with it validated research
methodologies to inform the current debates. It allows
synthesis of published scientiﬁc evidence and expert review
to identify management that is appropriate or inappropriate
for speciﬁc clinical situations. This is particularly helpful for
clinical contexts to which no empiric studies speciﬁcally
apply. Using a metric called the disagreement index, this
method also quantitatively identiﬁes management of which
experts disagree about its appropriateness.
Appropriateness could especially help genomic medicine. There is limited, but growing, evidence about the
clinical impact of using genetic and genomic technologies in
most patient populations. Some applications rest on a solid
evidence base, including Lynch syndrome screening and
HLA-B*57:01 testing before abacavir use. Others, however,
remain controversial, such as pharmacogenetic testing for
clopidogrel dosing and universal BRCA screening for breast
cancer risk. For many of the proposed applications of
genomic medicine, there is currently insufﬁcient evidence
for clinical utility as strictly deﬁned by guidelines or policymakers. Moreover, because each patient’s genotype is
unique, there will never be empirical evidence to address
every possible clinical question arising in genomic medicine. However, because all patients are unique for reasons
other than genotype, this challenge is not particular to
genomic medicine. Even for medical interventions supported by decades of experience and research, such as
percutaneous coronary interventions, appropriateness
methodologies have been used to aggregate both scientiﬁc
evidence and expert opinion and extrapolate knowledge to
clinical scenarios for which no speciﬁc evidence base exists.
Clinical experts convene to review available literature and
then apply clinical judgment in determining whether a
certain intervention is appropriate for a certain context. This
can be a highly effective approach for managing decision
making in the face of uncertainty around the evidence in
speciﬁc scenarios.

This is important because genomic medicine, like all other
specialties, is practiced in an environment of constrained
healthcare resources. The American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics recognized this in its recent
participation in the American Board of Internal Medicine’s
Choosing Wisely campaign, identifying 5 wasteful genetic
testing contexts.9 Third, this method can identify speciﬁc
genomic medicine contexts for which experts signiﬁcantly
disagree about appropriateness, which might represent highpriority areas for research.
It is important to note that neither clinical utility nor
appropriateness implies cost-effectiveness. Indeed, expert
panel members are asked to consider only the beneﬁts and
harms to patients, not costs, when assessing an intervention’s appropriateness. However, a determination of
an intervention’s cost-effectiveness relies ﬁrst on an
assessment of its net beneﬁt, which appropriateness seeks to
deﬁne though scientiﬁc evidence and input from the experts
who take care of patients.
If genome sequencing is to be increasingly used in
clinical care, these issues must be addressed. The ongoing
discussions about clinical utility in genomic medicine reﬂect
a tension between optimizing patient care and getting value
from limited healthcare resources. The concept of appropriateness can help identify a balance between these 2
worthy goals.
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TOWARD APPROPRIATE GENOMIC MEDICINE
This methodology could also help advance the policy
debate in genomics, a ﬁeld with active research, a rapidly
evolving evidence base, and a body of cutting-edge scientists with deep clinical expertise. A quantitative examination of appropriateness in genomic medicine could have at
least 3 important outcomes. First, it will identify clinical
contexts for which experts broadly agree that a speciﬁc
genetic test or management strategy is appropriate. In the
absence of high-grade randomized trial evidence, some
policymakers state they would consider expert opinion in
coverage decisions.4 Agreement about a test’s appropriateness among a diverse panel drawn from leading professional societies and clinical centers should be particularly
compelling. It may also signal suitable targets for clinical
decision support to be delivered within electronic health
records to help providers. Second, this methodology will
identify areas of genomic medicine deemed inappropriate.
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